The Halal Guys: Gains Visibility
and Enhances Security with AMSEC
CashWizard Smart Safe.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
• For 30 years, The Halal Guys have delighted
customers with authentic, Middle Eastern and
Mediterranean-flavored food, starting out in NYC.
• The Halal Guys is a franchise, with over 400+ new
restaurants in development worldwide.
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PROBLEM

We were looking for a
solution that would eliminate
security and theft concerns, as well
as the issues that come with cash being
handled by multiple people. We also wanted to
provide our investors with more accurate
reporting and greater transparency. AMSEC
CashWizard Smart Safe delivered all of this
and much more.

Limited Cash Management Oversight
Caused Consistent Discrepancies
• Managers had to count and verify the bank deposit by hand,
leading to a broken chain of cash custody with zero
accountability—from the time the cashier put the money in the
till until it was deposited into the bank.
• Deposit errors fell back on the managers—who had to count the
cash by hand before making twice-daily trips to the bank.
• Multiple people in each restaurant had total access to the money
on hand—and the combination to the safe.
• Why was the cash count wrong more times than it was right?
Was it due to human error? Manager fatigue? Was someone
stealing? Because they used a traditional safe there was zero
cash management oversight at the restaurants.

SOLUTION

The CashWizard
Smart Safe by AMSEC

• Money received from the customer goes directly into
the smart safe. An instant counterfeit check (no more
counterfeit detection pens) is then performed and
creates a log of exactly how much cash is on hand.
• At day’s end, The Halal Guys’ cashiers count their drawers
to the starting balance and avoid confrontations that
might otherwise occur if the drawer is short.
• AMSEC Cloud access allows owners and managers
to remotely perform reconciliations, onsite or off,
providing improved accuracy, easy access and
greater transparency.

The AMSEC CashWizard
Smart Safe provides heightened
security and more hands-on, clear-cut
visibility. The improved efficiency has
saved time and money and everyone likes
that, including the investors.

